The rapid development of VFAs allows investors to diversify their choices of investment products. In this paper, we measure the return risk of VFAs based on GARCH-type model. By establishing a Markov regime-switching Regression (MSR) Model, we explore the asymmetric effects of speculation, investor attention, and market interoperability on return risks in different risk regimes of VFAs. The results show that the influences of speculation and investor attention on the risks of VFAs are significantly positive at all regimes, while market interoperability only admits a positive impact on risk under high risk regime. All of the three factors exert asymmetric effects on risks in different regimes. Further study presents that the risk regime-switching also shows asymmetric characteristic but the medium risk regime is more stable than any others. Therefore, transactions of investors and arbitrageurs are monitored by certain policies, such as limiting the number of transactions or restricting the trading amount at high risk regime. However, when return risk is low, it will return to a medium level if we encourage investors to access.
VFAs market has attracted widespread attention from the media and investors alike since 2008, which is based on information technology infrastructure for maintaining an accounting ledger while replying the processing transactions on the lack of central authority (Glaser et al. 2014) . Bitcoin is the most popular VFAs around the world which accounts for 54% of total VFAs market (Coinmarketcap.com accessed on Oct 30th, 2018).
The VFAs volatility are quite different form traditional financial assets (Sapuric and Kokkinaki, 2014; Kristoufek, 2015; Osterrieder and Lorenz, 2017) . On the one hand, from the internal perspective of VFAs, the imperfections of trading platform technology, the difference between VFAs and traditional financial assets in transaction costs and trading mechanisms make the risk of VFAs increase (Cocco and Marchesi, 2016; Groshoff, 2014; Carrick, 2016; Blau, 2017; Gkillas and Katsiampa, 2018) . On the other hand, from the perspective of the external environment, the difficulty of policy supervision and the complexity of capital flows make VFAs risks more dynamic (Jacobs, 2011; Grinberg, 2012; Lan et al., 2016) .
Asymmetry effect characterizes the differences in the impact mechanisms of VFAs' different return risk regimes. For example, speculators could react strongly in low risk regime while they are the weakest in medium risk regime and more active under the high risk regime because of their confidence and advantage in market information. Understanding the asymmetric effects on return risks of VFAs is crucial for investors and policymakers. Theoretically, higher return risk of VFAs leads to higher differences in price (Sornette et al., 2018) , which might attract speculators and investors from around the world. This ultimately impacts the prices of VFAs. In practice, however, the reactions of speculators and investors to the risks of VFAs might be complex because of different goals among them. All of them might exert asymmetric features in different regimes.
One common feature of many related literatures, given the complexity of the VFAs market operation, is that they have all assumed that the effects of speculation, market interoperabiity and investor attention on the value and volatility of Bitcoin are symmetric. As a speculative asset, understanding the volume return relationship is essential to shedding light on potential implications for trading strategies. Balcilar et al. (2017) showed that volume cannot help predict the volatility of Bitcoin returns at any point of the conditional distribution. Moreover, Blau (2017) did not find that, during 2013, speculative trading contributed to the unprecedented rise and subsequent crash in Bitcoin's value nor did they find that speculative trading is directly associated with Bitcoin's unusual level of volatility. Thus, in the Bitcoin trading platform, the effects of speculation on the price volatility should be asymmetric. This results in the fluctuation of trust from users and their acceptability to Bitcoin, which makes volatility of Bitcoin price constantly and drastically. Due to the drastic volatility of price, the coming problem is that speculators get speculative profits by using Bitcoin (Yermack, 2013; Luther, 2016) .
Market interoperability can be defined as "the ability of the transfer of assets abroad at two or more different market unit". VFAs provide a new channel for capital flow that can be untraceable. Such cash flows show the functions that VFAs can be considered as production factors (Li et al., 2017) . Bitcoin has strong hedging effect with commodity futures and global uncertainty index, so it provides investors with enough arbitrage opportunities (Bouri, 2017a (Bouri, , 2017b Lukáš, 2017) . As VFAs transactions are anonymous, irrevocable and low-cost. It is convenient for criminals to transfer illicit money across the different markets under the supervision vacuum. The ECB (2012) report warns of the potential risks that criminals, fraudsters and money launderers could perform illegal activities via Bitcoin. Plassaras (2013) further proposed that Bitcoin should be regulated by the International Monetary Fund ensuring globally financial stability based on Article IV of the Articles of Agreement. Pilkington (2013) provided an example telling that the Polish government froze the bank account of a Poland-based Bitcoin exchange, after a German bank had shown that several compromised accounts transferred stolen money without identification to it. Since 2005, China has experienced an acceleration of capital flight reaching $425 billion (plus/ minus $60 billion) in 2014 (Gunter, 2017) . Thus the market interoperability as the channel of capital flight might be an important factor.
Investor attention is a scarce resource. When there are many alternatives, options that attract attention are more likely to be considered and hence more likely to be chosen, while options that do not attract attention are often ignored. Investor attention is mainly measured by psychological variables. Psychological studies on financial market have indicated that psychological variables produce a large influences on determining market prices (De, 1995) . One big influence on people's attitudes toward financial assets is the news and how financial assets are being perceived by the public because of the news (Andersen and Bollerslev, 1997) . Kristoufeck (2013) and Glaser et al. (2014) found that internet (Google) searches determine the price of Bitcoin. Garcia et al. (2014) extended these results by showing that word-of-mouth information on social media and information on both Google Trends and new Bitcoin users have a significant influence on Bitcoin price changes. The authors also argued that the cost of Bitcoin production via mining represents a lower bound for Bitcoin price. A similar finding has been shown by Hayes (2016) . Although speculation, investor attention and market interoperability are usually considered as important factors for understanding the risks of VFAs, there is no empirical investigation for the asymmetric effects on return risks of VFAs. Thus in this paper, we would explore the asymmetric effects through the MSR model.
We aim to contribute to the existing literature by showing the asymmetric effects of speculation, investor attention and market interoperability on return risks under different VFAs risk regimes. It is more reasonable to take the differences of regimes in VFAs market operation into account, which could be conducive to the market participants to make an efficient financial decision. The recent emergence of MSR model shows that allowing coefficients to switch between different regimes may provide a more realistic depiction of the driving the risks of VFAs forces. Hence, we provide evidence that the asymmetric effects under different regimes through estimating a MSR Model. Furthermore, analyzing on different impact factors can reasonably explain the dramatic fluctuations that occurring in the VFAs market at the beginning of 2013. It is likely that the factors dominating the VFAs market at different regimes might be different. We empirically investigate that the significant effects of market interoperability take place in a relatively high risk regime and other regimes with no effect.
On the data level, this paper considers China as a research object. On the one hand, Chinese government has closed the Initial Coin Offering (ICO) in China in October 2017 to prevent foreign exchange losses and control financial stability, but as a short-lived asset traded in China financial market, VFAs provides us with an invaluable dataset for the statistical research on trader's behavioral charatics in China financial market. On the other hand, the people's bank of China pays attention to develop the digital currency based on blockchain. Blockchains, the technology underpinning VFAs, are an instance of institutional evolution and sparked a new wave of innovation, which may start to revolutionize entreprene -urship and innovation (Davidson, 2018; Chen, 2018) . Therefore, it is great significant to explore the asymmetric effect of VFAs' return risk in different regimes in China market.
The analysis makes several significant contributions to the existing literature. First, while many studies have been works investigating the risk of VFAs, we compare different methods through loss functions and exam a better method to forecast the return risk of VFAs. Second, as noted, unliking existing studies, the MSR Model can reasonable refer to the differences of regimes in VFAs market. This ensures accurate estimation and a better understanding the asymmetric effect in different regimes of VFA's return risk. Third, we study influencing factors from different aspects. Because of VFAs' decentralization and global, we think the main factor are speculative, market interaction and inventor attention. By analyzing the impact of these three aspects on different regimes risks, we can more comprehensively analyze the causes of the fluctuation of international VFAs prices.
The paper is organized as follows. The next section proposes some hypothesizes on the theoretical analysis for impact mechanism between risks of VFAs and speculative, market interaction and inventor attention. Then introduce the methodology used in this section. In Section 3, we expound the measurement of variables. In Section 4, we show the measurement results of return risk. In Section 5, empirical analysis on Bitcoin is carried out. Conclusions are given in Section 6.
The hypothesis and model

Hypothesis
Speculation is the most important factor affecting VFAs returns risk. Information is a key element of financial stabability (Mertzanis, 2018) . Speculation can be regarded as informed trading, which is different from stock market (Feng, 2018) . The decentralization of VFAs has caused a large amount of speculative capital to flow into the market continuously. These capitals increase the risk of the VFAs by affecting market liquidity, capital structure, and hedging. First, the entry of speculative capital has greatly increased the liquidity of the VFAs market, thereby attracting more diversified investors to enter the market, which further improves the market liquidity to some extent. Secondly, the speculators are supported by strong financial capitals. In addition, due to their keen sense diverse operations, they have gradually been the leading players in future market prices. What's more, speculators admit keen senses of market. Thus information in the future market spreads very quickly and it is fully realized. In addition, electronic trading approaches are currently employed. Future market participants can quickly respond to subtle changes in market prices and efficiently avoid risks.
More and more investors are paying attention to the VFAs because of the involvement of speculators. From the theory of behavioral finance, it can be known that investors tend to show attention-driven trading behaviors and overconfidence tendencies. The more investors pay attention to the VFAs, the more likely they conduct trading activities. Overconfidence of investors might lead them to believe that their judgments on information are more accurate than others and that they could find potential information from published information. Therefore, they might think that they are more able than others to predict the direction of the VFAs market and assess the values of VFAs. The illusion of overconfidence in control is also a factor that leads to excessive trading. People often believe that they could affect the outcome of uncontrollable events and they are more convinced because of the increase in attention to information. As the interests of investors increase, more and more investment data are available, making them feel that they could better control the results of investments, thereby increasing the frequency of transactions.
Due to the borderless transactions of VFAs, market interoperability would be another important factor of return risk in the VFAs market. Most of them trading around the world originate from China and United States. Thus the difference between the market prices of China and United States is the main factor causing the fluctuation of risks in the VFAs market as well as the exchange rate between RMB and U.S. dollar. Because of anonymity and lack of central authority, when compared with traditional financial assets, this supplies an opportunity to hedge with other markets causing the capital flight. From a macro viewpoint, abnormal capital flows have enhanced the difficulty to regulate foreign exchange and imposed higher requirements on maintaining the balance of international payments. Therefore, the market interoperability is an important factor affecting the stability of the virtual financial system. From the microscopic viewpoint, abnormal capital flows make the capitals outflow. This might easily result in the phenomenon that some investors are difficult to get out of the market, which violates the legitimate rights of investors and further makes the market unstable.
Accordingly, the following hypothesis is forwarded: H1: The factors impacting the risks of VFAs are speculation, investor attention and market interoperability.
The influence factors show different in different risk regimes. In the low risk regime, speculation is a main factor. Speculators could usually obtain VFAs market information earlier such that they could make better judgments on the stability of the market. With a large amount of speculative capitals entering the VFAs market, the structure of funds in the market has been changed. It has attracted the attention of some investors. At this time, individual investor has begun to enter the VFAs market. However, speculative capitals in the market still occupy a large majority. Since speculators only pay attention to expected returns and obtain information in advance, speculators would generally withdraw early before major fluctuations of VFAs market occur. The withdrawal of large amounts of funds could easily cause market panic and further increase market risks.
With the risks increasing, investor attention plays a major role in the risks of VFAs market. Since the risk level is still within the range of some speculators, most speculators have already left the VFAs market (Murad, 2016) . As VFAs market prices are gradually stable, individual investor began to enter the market. Due to the ineffectiveness of the VFAs market and the "herd effect" of investors, investors began to follow suit, making the prices increase more. When the VFAs market price exceeds the expectations of investors, there appears a phenomenon selling VFAs, which also leads to a fall of VFAs price. Since the entire process is dominated by the follow up transactions of investors, VFAs prices fluctuate more violently and VFAs market stability would decrease. As a result, market risks have increased significantly.
In high risk regime, market interoperability begins to work on VFAs return risks. Risk-biased investors prefer that turbulence in earnings is better than the stable earnings and that incomes brought by the assets exceed their expectations. Therefore, investor attention is still the main factor at this time. The borderless nature of VFAs transactions allows more arbitrageurs to enter the VFAs market. Arbitrageurs are more sensitive compared with speculators. They can realize the difference of VFAs prices in difference markets and then quickly draw up corresponding trading strategies. In the VFAs market, the arbitrage target is mostly achieving the transfer of funds. Thus the large amount of capital changes would make the VFAs market less stable, which in turn increases the risks of VFAs market. However, due to the government policies, the linkage among the markets is not the most important factor in the market risks.
Accordingly, the following hypothesis is forwarded:
H2: The influence factors are different in different risk regimes. Speculation and investor attention are main factors. Market interoperability causes high risks.
Speculators and investors influence the return risks of VFAs differently. The impact of speculation on the risks of VFAs was "U-shaped" and the one of investor attention showed a linear increasing trend. Under the low risk regime, since speculators admit certain advantages in obtaining information, they grasp the market better and could better judge the current status of the market. As a result, speculators enhance the risks of VFAs through manipulating the market. At this time, investors cannot understand the market enough and impact a little on market risks. As the risks of VFAs increase, speculators begin to withdraw from the market. As the profits of investors lead to the expansion of the "herd effect" in the market, a large number of investors enter the market. Therefore the speculative effects on the risks of the VFAs are the smallest but investor attention on the market risks increases. Under the high risk regime, speculators who admit partial risk appetites are confident on their own operations due to the convenience of market information acquisition. Hence speculators have begun to enter the market. However, due to the high risk regime at this time, the number of speculators in the market would be less than the one in the low risk regime but higher than the one in the medium risk regime. Thus the market risks impacted via speculative effects would increase compared with the one in the medium risk regime. At the same time, due to the manipulation of speculators, market volatility becomes more drastic. The probability of investors gaining profits would increase such that the "herd effect" would further increase. Therefore, investor attention has a greater impact on market risks. Market interoperability shows asymmetric effects on the return risks of VFAs. Market interoperability mainly refers to arbitrage and money laundering due to different prices in different markets. Since the price volatility of the VFAs is small under the low and medium risk regimes, the profits of the arbitrageurs are small. Hence the arbitrageurs would not choose this way to realize their own profits. In the high risk regime, the fluctuant prices of the VFAs are fierce. The spread among the markets increases as well and the arbitrageurs begin to enter the market. Therefore, in the low and medium risk regime, the interactions among markets might not significantly impact on market risks, while the high risk regime plays a significant role in promoting market risk.
Accordingly, the following hypothesis is forwarded: H3: All of speculation, investor attention and market interoperability exert asymmetric features in different regimes.
The model
From the hypothesis analysis, we can know that the factors impacting the risks of VFAs are speculation, investor attention and market interoperability. What's more, these influence facors are regime-dependent. Therefore we consider establishing MSR Model (Hamilton, 2008) . In addition, the application of the MSR Model is mainly based on the following reasons. Firstly, the model need not artificially set thresholds to determine different regime levels of risks, nor does it need to estimate in advance the timing of each regime system. Instead, the risk level is determined by smooth transition among state variables in different risk regimes. The parameters of the maximum likelihood estimation model can be used to obtain specific time for different regimes. It is logical to interpret the differences of the influence factors under different risk regimes through MSR model. Secondly, the MSR Model reflects the dynamics of the transition among different risk regimes through state transition variables.
The MSR Model is written as (1).
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It also satisfies that (3).
The measurement of variables
Dependent variables
The Value-at-Risk (VaR) or Conditional VaR (CVaR) reflects the maximum amount of loss exposed in Bitcoin during a specific holding period. It could be considered as a vital tool to demonstrate the risk level before starting the risk management. When calculating the VaR (CVaR), authors usually employed the non-parametric method and parametric method. The historical simulation method is a non-parametric method. It requires too much old information contained in the data. Since the prices of Bitcoin are not limited, the information could not accurately describe the future situation. In addition, we focus on the fundamental situation in the market of VFAs in this paper. Thus we measure the risk level of Bitcoin through a paramet -ric method. The calculating procedure is given as follows. Firstly, we put forward a new measurement method to calculate the Bitcoin return. Secondly, we capture the volatility based on a GARCH-type model. Finally, we measure the VaR and CVaR of the Bitcoin market.
Bitcoin transactions are between speculative investors, and only minorities are used for purchases of goods and services (Yermack, 2015; Baur et al., 2017) . Due to the Globalization and decentralization of Bitcoin, the returns are achieved by two separate sources: arbitrage trades and speculative trades from investors. Returns from arbitrage trades are dependent on jet lags in different markets. The arbitragers focus on the differences among different Bitcoin markets. In addition, the trading volume would be large. Thus there might be a deviation of the return rate if using the closing prices published on the web site. When speculative trades happened, the changes of price reflect the expectation of informed investors on the future payoffs of Bitcoin. Since the information is asymmetry and the price is unlimited, the Bitcoin price might suffer a sudden change of vibration frequency and amplitude. The closing price, however, could only be seen as the price of Bitcoin at the closing time and cannot reflect the volatilities of Bitcoin intraday price. What's more, average quoted implies that Bitcoin is investible (Dyhrberg, 2018) . Thereby, we put forward an average for the intraday price of Bitcoin and take the highest and lowest intraday prices into consideration. The result is given as (4). 
where t r represents the return sequence of the Bitcoin intraday price. For the volatility measurement, authors usually employed the following two methods: stochastic volatility (SV) model and generalized autoregressive conditional heteroscedasticity (GARCH) model. The main difference between these two models is the hypothesis on the residual term. The SV model assumes that the residual term in the autoregressive process of the Bitcion return is a stochastic process. Due to the convenience of Bitcoin such as lower transition cost, the price volatility is mainly driven by the expectations of investors on the future payoffs of Bitcoin. In addition, there are many speculators and arbitragers being the sources of "herd effect" due to lack of regulation in Bitcoin market. Thus the volatility is time-varying, i.e. heteroscedasticity effect. Therefore, we estimate the volatility of the Bitcoin return sequence through the GARCH model (Bollerslev, 1986) .
The basic structure of the GARCH model can be written as (6) and (7).
where (6) is the mean value equation of Bitcoin return series. We establish AR model by using the return sequence to filter out the lag correlation in the return sequence. (7) is the conditional variance equation of Bitcoin return series. t σ describes the agglomeration effect of the return sequence of Bitcoin. Although widely used in practice, the GARCH model does not account for the leverage effect which is the fact that negative shock tends to produce different volatility compared with positive ones. It is assumed in the GARCH model that only the magnitude of investor expectations determines the feature volatility of Bitcoin rather the positivity or negativity shock. In addition, if the shocks on volatility persist indefinitely, the entire term structure of Bitcoin risk might be moved resulting in a significant impact on the investment of Bitcoin. Thus, in order to depict the volatility of the Bitcoin price more accurately, we apply the EGARCH model proposed by Nelson (1991) .
The mean equation of the EGARCH model is captured by (6) but the conditional variance equation is given as (8).
In (8), the statistically significant and negative coefficient γ indicates the presence of leverage effect. Leverage effect refers to the phenomenon that negative shock leads to higher volatility than positive shock of the same magnitude. j β measures the persistence of volatility shock.
For VaR measure, we assume that the residual series of Bitcoin return in (6) obeys the GED distribution. It has been proved that the result is also suitable for other GARCH-type models. From the above analysis, the variance equation can be expressed as (9) and (10).
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It is easily known from (12) that CVaR is expected to be an extreme value greater thanVaR . After we get the VaR of certain confidence level and distribution hypothesis, we can get the CVaR by calculating the corresponding conditional expectation (Rockafellar, 2002) . Thus (12) is further expressed as (13). 
In (13), q represents the quantile greater than α .
Let ( ) f q be the probability density function of the corresponding distribution, then (13) can be reduced to be (14). 
Explanatory variables
The explanatory variables include speculation, investor attention and market interoperability. According to Part 2, the first driver of exchange rate risk is speculation. Bitcoin return and volumes are associated with speculation. When measuring speculation, we follow the work of Llorente et al. (2002) and use a time series model that identifies the dynamic relation between return and volume. We estimate daily turnover of day t as (15) and 
where t r is the daily return of Bitcoin in day t .
Investor attention is measured from the demand side. In general, Bitcoin could be seen as a standard good whose risk is influenced by demand and supply. In the supply side, the number of Bitcoin is fixed. This makes little contribution to the risk. The demand side in the Bitcoin market is driven only by expected profits holding the currencies and selling them later. Thus the market is dominated by short-term investors, trend chasers, noise traders and speculators. Google Trends counts the searching amount of the key word "Bitcoin" over a period and investigates the popular extent in the current period. Therefore the searching frequency of terms related to Bitcoin could be considered as a good measure for investor attention through Google Trends. Hence we measure the investor attention through Google Trends.
The Bitcoin-implied exchange rate among different markets is an important manifestation for market interoperability. Following the work of Lan et al. (2016) 
The results of risk measurement
Considering the early issuance of Bitcoin, the price volatility is relatively small, especially compared with the current price of Bitcoin. This might cause some extreme impacts on data analysis. In addition, Bitcoin price went through a strong volatility in 2013. Chinese central bank issued the regulatory policy on guarding against the risk of Bitcoin strengthening the supervision of Bitcoin. Thus we select the related data of intraday Bitcoin transactions in Chinese market from January 1, 2013 to May 31, 2017. All the data are picked up from Bitcoin data website (https: //bitcoincharts.com/).
Following (11), we need to determine the α for each distribution, such as normal, student t and GED distribution, at a confidence level 100(1-c) % before calculating the Table 1 . Table 2 shows the descriptive statistics on the VaR series. We can see that under the confidence level of 0.1, the VaR series based on the EGARCH-T distribution show the most violent volatility with the largest average daily loss of ¥226.96. The VaR series based on the GARCH-GED distribution show the least volatility and the average daily loss is the smallest ¥125.09. The volatilities of VaR series based on GARCH-N distribution are stronger than the ones based on the GARCH-GED distribution. However, the average daily loss is ¥142.64, which is larger than the latter ¥125.09. At the confidence level of 0.05, the most volatile ones are still the VaR series under the EGARCH-T distribution with an average daily loss of ¥327.73. The least volatile ones are the VaR series under the GARCH-N distribution. 
We clearly notice that under the confidence level 0.1, the Q value of the T distribution is the largest and the one of the GED distribution is the smallest. It can be seen that the fitting results based on the GED distribution are the most optimal followed by the normal distribution. The results of T distribution are the worst. The same results can be obtained from Figure 1 and Figure 2 as well. Figure 1 and Figure 2 show the Bitcoin return risk during the sample period. It can be seen from Figure 1 and Figure 2 that the VaR based on the T distribution admits a higher outlier in mid-2016. This leads to the reduction of the measuring effect. In addition, in the initial stage of Bitcoin issuance, the risk was relatively small and stable. At the end of 2013, due to the emergence of Internet Finance, Bitcoin went into the eyes of investors. As a result, the Bitcoin price had risen up and as well as the risk. The increased risk level has aroused the concern of regulators. Therefore, in December 2013, Chinese central bank issued the regulatory policy coping with the Bitcoin risk and achieved significant results in decreasing the risk of Bitcoin. However, with the increase of investors at this time, the risk returned to the initial level just until the end of 2015. After a year of smooth transition, Bitcoin was not regulated as desired but showed a rising trend. The risk showed an upward trend as well. Since VaR cannot accurately reflect the losses caused by extreme events, and it does not satisfy the consistency and additivity, in this paper, we further calculate the CVaR based on the GARCH-type model. The results are shown in Table 3 . Table 3 shows the descriptive statistics on CVaR series. We can see that the CVaR series based on different distributions volatilize more strongly regardless of the confidence level 0.1 or 0.05. The CVaR series based on the EGARCH-T distribution are the most violent at the confidence level 0.1 with the standard deviation given as 1213.492 and the average extreme loss ¥408.9. The CVaR series based on GARCH-N are the least violent. The standard deviation is 246.744 and the average extreme loss is ¥195.16. At the confidence level 0.05, the CVaR series based on the EGARCH-T distribution are still the most volatile with the standard deviation 1624.29 and the average extreme loss ¥547.32. The CVaR series based on the GARCH-N distribution admit the least average loss, which is ¥229.45. The corresponding volatility is the most moderate and the standard deviation is 290.11. The last column of Table 3 shows the values of the loss function. We clearly notice that the value of the loss function of CVaR series based on the N distribution is the smallest at the confidence level 0.1 and 0.05. It can be seen that the measurement method through CVaR based on the normal distribution is more optimal than the other two distributions. Under the same level of confidence, the CVaR series based on GARCH-N are more optimal than those based on EGARCH-N. The same results can be obtained from Figure 3 and Figure 4 .
Seeing from Figure 3 and Figure 4 , the CVaR series under different distributions show significant differences. The CVaR series based on the T distribution is significantly higher than those based on the N distribution and GED distribution. In addition, from the values of the loss function, the CVaR series based on the GARCH-N model can well cover the loss series such that the Bitcoin return risk would not be overestimated.
According to the above analysis, we compare the VaR and CVaR series obtained from the GARCH model based on the N distribution. The comparison for some statistical propertyes is shown in Table 4 . Table 4 shows the difference between VaR and CVaR series based on Normal Distribution of GARCH Model. Under the same confidence levels, investors face more losses under extreme conditions than under normal conditions. The range of the investment loss is higher at any time. When the confidence level is 0.1, the maximum value of loss is ¥1745.79, the average loss is only ¥142.64 and the range is ¥1744.1. While under the extreme conditions, the maximum loss is ¥2388.5, the average loss is ¥195.16 and the range is ¥2386.19. At the confidence level 0.05, the difference between CVaR and VaR reduces. Under the extreme conditions, the biggest loss is ¥2808.25, the average loss is ¥229.45 and the range is ¥2805.54. Under normal circumstances, however, the average loss is ¥183.03 and the difference between the maximum loss and the minimum loss is ¥2237.95. It could be seen that the risk of Bitcoin shows an expansion trend. Besides, the possibility of market shocks experi -enced by investors also increases. Therefore, when making investment decisions on VFAs such as Bitcoin, investors need to consider their own risk preferences and make correct investment decisions. The government needs to put forward appropriate risk regulation policies protecting the legitimate rights of investors.
Empirical results
In this section, we firstly compare the differences among different factors and regimes by esti -mating a MSR Model. Secondly, based on the quantile of the Bitcoin risk distribution, we artificially set the values for different regime of risk and then test the robustness of the MSR Model. Finally, we further analyze the results of regime distribution and transition probability during the sample period.
For convenience, we pick up data from the following ways. In Section 4, it is known that the CVaR series obtained from the GARCH model based on the N distribution can well cover the loss series, thus the CVaR series could be regarded as the Bitcoin market risk. Other data originate from the Bitcoin data website (https://bitcoincharts.com/), Google website (http:// trends.google.com) and State Administration of Foreign Exchange (http://www.safe.gov.cn/).
Estimate for the MSR Model
Data preprocessing is a preparation before estimating the model. The data should be normalized making the speculation, investor attention and market interoperability comparable. In this paper, we apply the Z-score normalization method. Figure 5 shows the series after normalization. From Figure 5 , we can see that the volatility of Bitcoin risk is roughly similar to the speculation, investor attention and market interoperability. When Bitcoin risk is high, the values of speculation, investor attention and market interoperability are all higher than the risk level. This tells that when the Bitcoin risk lies in a high level, the speculation, investor attention and market interoperability further amplify the risk. When the risk is low, the values of speculation, investor attention and market interoperability are low as well. Nevertheless, the values are still higher than the risk level. We claim that the speculation, investor attention and market interoperability are still promoting the risk. After solving the comparison of variables, we need to determine the regime number before estimating the model. In general, the regime number is determined by the AIC and SIC criteria. The results of AIC and BIC tests are shown in Table 5 . From Table 5 , when the regime number is set as 2, the value of AIC is 488.59 and BIC is 583.55. However, the values of AIC and BIC are -133.99 and 8.45 respectively when the regime number is 3. According to the minimum principle of AIC and BIC, we estimate the MSR model with regime number 3. The estimating results are shown in Table 6 . From Table 6 , we can see that Bitcoin market risk is proportional to the volatility. Estimates for model parameters reflect the regime where Bitcoin risk lies in. In regime 1, the constant is -0.55, which is the smallest one in the three regimes. σ is 0.09, which is also the smallest one in the three regimes. Similarly, in regime 3, constant and σ are 0.49 and 1.03 respectively, which are both the highest ones in the three regimes. Therefore, we define the regime of Bitcoin risk via the value of c. In this paper, we regard regime 1 as low-regime of BTC risk, regime 2 as medium-regime and regime 3 as high-regime. We can see that the greater volatility implies the higher risk of Bitcoin market. In addition, due to the fitting effects of the model, the speculation, investor attention and market interoperability can explain 70% information of Bitcoin risk, which claims that the hypothesis H1 is valid.
In the same regimes, different impact factors show different influences on the Bitcoin risk. Under the low risk regime, speculation plays a significant role in enhancing the Bitcoin risk with the greatest impact degree 0.26. Market interoperability shows no significant effect on Bitcoin risk. Under the medium-risk regime, speculators began to withdraw from the Bitcoin market. At this time, investor attention rose to be the most important factor on the Bitcoin risk, whose value was 0.36. Market interoperability was still not significant. In the high-risk regime, the speculation, investor attention and market interoperability play significant roles in enhancing the Bitcoin risk. Investor attention is the largest impact factor, whose value is 0.91, followed by market interoperability, whose value is 0.26. The speculation is the least impact factor, whose value is 0.13.
In the low risk regime, speculation is a primary factor. Speculators access information due to their inherent advantages. When the Bitcoin risk is low, they increase the volatility of the Bitcoin market through large-scale transactions, thereby enhancing the risk of the Bitcoin return. In the medium-risk regime, the gradual withdrawal of speculators from the Bitcoin market has caused investors to play major roles in Bitcoin risk. Since investors show delays when obtaining market information, the responses to the market have time lags. Therefore, it has become the most important factor on Bitcoin risk to obtain information form internet at this regime. Under the high risk regime, investors blindly follow suit, making the volatility of Bitcoin price gradually increases. At this time, many arbitrageurs began to speculate on the differences of price among different Bitcoin markets, causing the "visual rise" phenomenon of Bitcoin price. Thus, investors are still the most important impact factor.
Under different regime, the same impact factors address different effects on Bitcoin risk. The impact of speculation on the Bitcoin risk was "U-shaped" (The values in low, median and high risk regimes are 0.26, 0.04 and 0.13 respectively). Due to the convenience of the speculators in obtaining the information, they are more accurate in leading the market. Under the low-risk regime, speculators hold a large amount of capitals to enter the Bitcoin market, impacting greatly on the market price. When reaching the expected profits of most speculators, only risk-seeking speculators play key roles in the Bitcoin market. Thus the speculation adder -sses the lowest impact on medium risk regime. As the risk level increases, the confidences of the speculators lead to the entries to the market of more risk-seeking speculators. They manipulate Bitcoin prices together with arbitrageurs and thereby enhance the Bitcoin risk.
The influence of investor attention on Bitcoin risk shows a linear increasing trend. Under the low-risk regime, the impact of the investor attention on Bitcoin risk is 0.16, while under the medium-risk regime, the impact on Bitcoin risk is 0.36. The one under high-risk regime is 0.91. This tells that Bitcoin risk is mainly caused by investors following the linear trend of trading. When the Bitcoin risk is low, the investors, with a wait-and-see attitude, are afraid to trade Bitcoin due to their lack of self-confidence and information on the market. With the development of Bitcoin, it is paid more and more attention. At this time, the volatility of the Bitcoin price has increased. The self-confidences of some investors have led them to start participating in market transactions. The increase of the risk implies the increase of Bitcoin price volatility. Some investors would experience "a day of riches" and are more confident. As a result, Bitcoin risk gradually increases.
Market interoperability addresses asymmetric effect on the Bitcoin risk. From Table 6 , it is known that market interoperability is not significant on the Bitcoin risk under both the low and medium risk regimes. However in the high risk regime, the impact is 0.26. This shows that market interoperability provides opportunities for arbitragers. Arbitragers are more agile than speculators. They could realize the differences of Bitcoin price among the markets and then quickly come up with corresponding trading strategies. In the Bitcoin market, target of arbitragers is achieving the transfer of funds. This leads to the less stable Bitcoin market due to the large amount of capital changes, which in turn would increase the Bitcoin risk. In summary, the hypotheses H2 and H3 are valid.
Robustness Tests
In the last subsection, we verify the effectiveness of hypotheses H1, H2 and H3 through estimating the MSR Model and analyzing the parameters. In this subsection, we test the robustness of the model. The thresholds of different risk regimes are artificially determined according to the following criteria. Firstly, we ensure enough sample size to test the robustness of the model. Secondly, during the sample period, several peaks appeared in the Bitcoin risk and the extremely maximum values are different. Sufficient high quantiles might cause the loss of some maximum values, thereby affecting the results of robustness. Thirdly, the difference between the minimum and maximum values of Bitcoin risk during the sample period is signifi -cant. The quantiles which are complementary to high-risk regime might ignore this difference. Therefore, it is impossible to better describe the robustness of the impact factors in the low risk regime. Thus we define two variables capturing days when Bitcoin return risk exceeds 90% (High regime) and is below 5% (Low regime). The residual data is considered as the Medium-risk regime. Finally we regard these variables as explained variables and estimate the regression for robustness tests. The results of robustness tests are shown in Table 7 . From Table 7 , it can be seen that different impact factors show significant differences under the same regimes. Under the low risk regime, speculation addresses the largest impact on the Bitcoin risk, which is 0.41. Market interoperability shows no significant effect on Bitcoin risk. Under the medium-risk regime, investor attention addresses the greatest impact on the Bitcoin risk, which is 0.35. The effect of market interoperability on the Bitcoin risk is still insignificant. Under the high-risk regime, the speculation, investor attention and market interoperability play significant roles in enhancing the Bitcoin risk. The impact of investor attention on the Bitcoin risk continues to increase. It is still the most influential factor among the three factors, which is 0.73, followed by market interoperability, which is 0.26. The speculation addresses the least impact on the Bitcoin risk, which is 0.14.
Under different risk regimes, each impact factor addresses different effects on Bitcoin risk. The impact of speculation on the Bitcoin risk was "U-shaped" (It is 0.41 in the low-risk regime, 0.02 in the median risk regime and 0.14 in the high risk regime). The impact of investor attention on Bitcoin risk showed a linear increasing trend. Under the low-risk regime, the impact of investor attention on Bitcoin risk is 0.16, while under the medium-risk regime, the impact on Bitcoin risk is 0.35. The impact under the high-risk regime is 0.73. Market interoperability is not significant on the Bitcoin risk under the low or medium risk regime. However under the high risk regime, it admits a significant impact with 0.26.
In summary, through artificially determining different risk regimes, we explore the impact of Speculation, investor attention and market interoperability on the Bitcoin risk. The results are mostly the same as those obtained from the MSR Model, which implies that the results obtained from the MSR Model are robust. Figure 6 shows the Bitcoin return risk regimes during sample period. In Figure 6 , (a) represents the low-risk regime, (b) stands for the medium-risk regime and (c) is the high-risk regime. We clearly notice that the Bitcoin risk mainly aggregated in the medium-risk regime. The low-risk mainly happened in the initial period of Bitcoin issuance. Policies have certain limits on the high risks. In the early days of Bitcoin issuance, investors were not paying much attention. At this time, speculative capital played major roles on the Bitcoin market. As a result, Bitcoin risk rose slightly. The government catched this phenomenon timely and made some regulation policies to hold-up the Bitcoin risk. Thus it dropped to a low risk regime. As investors entered the Bitcoin market, the Bitcoin risk fluctuated between medium and high levels. Due to the follow-up transactions in the Bitcoin market, Bitcoin risk gradually increased. At the same time, the remainder risk-seeking investors in the market continued contributing to the Bitcoin risk. Through the effective guidance of government policies, Bitcoin risk returned to a median level. The same result can be seen in Table 8 . Table 8 shows the transition probability of Bitcoin risk between two regimes. As it can be seen from the matrix, Bitcoin risk has a higher probability maintaining the current regime. Moreover, the higher risk regime, the more difficult to maintain it. The probability maintaining a low risk regime is 0.9689, the probability maintaining a medium regime is 0.9538 and the probability maintaining a high regime is 0.8575. This shows that under the low-risk regime, speculative capitals could better stabilize the operation of Bitcoin market. Under the medium-risk regime, the investor participation reduced the stability of the market. Under the high-risk regime, the arbitrage and investors follow-up transactions mostly impact on the stability of the Bitcoin market.
Discussion
In addition, there is not jump regime of Bitcoin risk. The probability from low-risk regime to high-risk regime is 0.0004 and the probability from high-risk regime to low-risk regime is 0.0096. This tells that when the government formulates regulation policies to regulate Bitcoin risk, it should be moderate in adjustment and control and follow the rules of the market. Otherwise, it might easily lead to market turbulence and the policies might play opposite effects.
The medium-risk regime admits strong stability. The transition between two regimes show asymmetric effects. As it can be seen from Table 8 , the probability of Bitcoin risk remaining in the medium-risk regime is 0.95, which is only 0.01 less than the one maintaining the low risk regime and 0.1 larger than the one maintaining the high risk regime. Thus, we claim that the medium-risk regime admits strong stability. In addition, the transition probability from medium to high risk regime is 0.03 and the one from high to medium risk regime is 0.13. The transition probability from medium to low risk regime is 0.01 and the one from low to medium risk is 0.03. These claim that the transition between two regimes show asymmetric effects. These also show that when the government regulates Bitcoin risk, it should not excessively pursue low risk level. In contrast, the risk should be controlled in the medium regime. When the risk is in the high regime, the transactions of investors and arbitrageurs should be monitored through certain policies, such as limiting the number of transactions and the trading volume. When the risk is low, the market risk could return to a medium level by encouraging investors to enter the market. This would reduce the number of speculators and protect the legitimate rights of investors. 
Conclusions
In this paper, we measure the Bitcoin return risk through application of the VaR and CVaR theory based on GARCH-type model in different distributions and explore the asymmetric effects of three impact factors, speculation, investor attention and market interoperability on the Bitcoin risk in different regimes via a MSR Model. Specific conclusions are as follows.
The CVaR series obtained from the GARCH model based on the N distribution can better capture the VFAs risk. Through the loss function, we could know that the CVaR series based on the GARCH model in normal distribution could well cover the loss series and would not be much higher than the loss series. Thus it would not cause overestimation of the Bitcoin return risks.
Speculation, investor attention and market interoperability exert asymmetric effects in different regimes. The impacts of speculation on the VFAs risks was "U-shaped". The impact of investor attention on VFAs risks showed a linear increasing trend. The market interoperability is not significant on the VFAs risks under low and medium regimes. However in the high risk regime, it shows significant impacts. Therefore, the authorities could strengthen the supervision of the VFAs platforms improving the trading mechanism to prevent the occurrence of platform security incidents.
Under the same regimes, the impacts of speculation, investor attention and market interoperability on VFAs risks are different and the transitions between two VFAs risk regimes show asymmetric effects as well. Under the low risk regime, speculation palys a significant role in enhancing the VFAs risks. Under the medium risk regime, the most important factor on the VFAs risks was the investor attention. While, under the high risk regime, speculation, investor attention and market interoperability all play significant roles in enhancing the VFAs risks. The most prominent impact factor is the investor attention, followed by the market interoperability and then the speculation. In addition, the matrix of transition probability shows the strong stability of medium risk regime. The transitions between two regimes address asymmetric effects. The transactions of investors and arbitrageurs should be monitored by authorities through certain policies, such as limiting the number of transactions and trading volume.
